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Beatufil and atmospheric backtracking simulator that doesn't make any sense. Mediocre puzzles and a constant dejavu effect
due to repeated nature of everything.

Recommended only for completionists that don't mind using speedhack. 9 hours only cause i've forgot to turn it off once.. it is
terribly, controls are misrable, there is no locomotion and it is designed for the use of a "pp gun". I am having the greatest time
mastering the game, but I doubt that I'll ever get SSS rank... SO DAMN SATISFYING TO GET A HIGH SCORE FOR YOUR
EFFORTS <3

This game is an experience like you have never seen before! Absolutely worth it! They both made this game perfect!. So
wizards are fun, and crafting is also fun. but can wizards craft? or are we crafting wizards? Even more important than this
however: Is this a good game? read below to find out instead of reading through this nonsense and you'll see what I think.

Pros:
-The gameplay is quite fun and can be enjoyable watching your peasants running around doing their jobs.
-Automation is indeed a thing. tear through resources and march out troops all without pressing a single button once it's finally
set up. you still have to control the troops, so don't get lazy.
-The graphics look fairly nice. I'm not a graphics \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665, but it fits the gameplay style.

Ok, this section is a little empty in comparison, but honestly there's not much to say. It's got good points, but the bad points are a
bit bigger and it's currently 1:13 for me. give me a break.

Cons:
-Controls are a bit messed up and not what you'd expect. For example the hotkey responses for the stone and iron mine are
switched around. Also the champion comes prepared with a portable cannon for some reason. How he turns swords, shields and
gold into a god damn cannon I will never know. Maybe he's a wizard.
-Not much information is given about this game at all. it throws you in and says "have fun!". This can be enjoyable for games
like dark souls however this is an rts, and I'd expect a bit more of a tutorial for hotkeys, controls etc. Even if it's just a side bar.
-Difficulty is off the scale! Again, it works perfectly well for dark souls, however I can't get past mission 1 on casual. I'm
figuring out how to train knights and bowmen, and at 20 minutes or so the enemy is engaging me with dragons, magicians and
mounted archers. I tried it again just to check on normal difficulty, and they do the same stuff. practically zero difference.

Score: 7\/10
Reason:
Like I said above, the game is fun. However I do believe a little more refinement and testing should go into this game before
being sold like this. Hotkeys, Difficulty, Tutorial etc. should all be in a game such as this.
I will point something out I've noticed recently however. What is it with developers using unity to code real time strategy
recently? I mean it works but for a 2d game, there are a few programs out there that could make the game a bit better. Just an
idle thought.. Old school difficult with a refreshing art style. Definitely nice to see something that is not pixel art in a side
scroller. I also like the combination of the overworld map elements and the side scrolling elements, though the overworld map
could use a couple tweaks: not being able to move backwards felt a little clunky. The mobs and main character are well
animated and the sound design is pleasant and cheery. The bats knocking me into spike pits definitely gave me some Castlevania
flashbacks. Overall cool game, definitely looking forward to finishing it.. tl;dr: A Souls-like without the Souls-iness. Don't
bother.

Ps & Cs:
+ Lots of secrets and hidden paths
+ Graphics work fine for the game
+ Story seems interesting
- Very imprecise controls destroys the Souls-iness
- Controls are very bizarre and unintuitive
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I really wanted to like this game, but it's so slipshod. The inventory \/ crafting system is extremely poorly implemented. The
game tries to be like Dark Souls, but without the tight controls it really just comes across as cheap. The game supports
controllers, however I was never able to get a spell to work. They're also missing very basic functions like a close button. If you
can find it for < $5, and you're a Souls fanatic, it might be worth your time, however for everyone else I can't recommend it. As
an aside the dev did say he would address the close button which shows he's at least a good dude.. wish i had a pause menu esc
closes the game on steam could you please think of maken one and maybe allow alt tab ty
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I have mixed feelings on this game, the music, visuals, and story are beautiful. However, the puzzles themselves fall quite short.
The best section of the game has some light and mirror puzzles similar to Talos Principle, while the worst sections are literally,
wander around and pick up 4 of the same object. For what its worth, I played through the entire story and beat the game (it took
me about 5 hours, but I'd imagine it can be done in half that) but did not 100% all the achievements.

At the end of the day, if you are looking more for an interactive story \/ walking simulator you'll like this a lot. If you are hoping
for a high quality puzzle game you are much better off with The Witness, Talos Principle, Quern, or even Archiaca.

I found this game while searching for games similar to The Witness and while they both have a great atomsphere and a beautiful
world to explore, the difference in the actual game play quality is night and day.

This game also seems unrefined in a lot of ways. One of the "tips" that the game shows on loading is a warning to save often
because the auto save is sporadic and unreliable. There is a mechanic where you use up your "light energy" but as far as I can
tell no puzzle in the entire game requires actually using your energy efficiently or optimally, they just force you to occasionally
spend time looking for a light refill bottle for no reason. The whole health\/damage system seems oddly tacked on, and the main
"completionist" section of the game with optional puzzles and content is the middle third of the game which you cannot go back
to later on. Along the way you collect items and objects but as far as I could tell there is no way to actually view your inventory.
The "map" is clunky and largely useless.

A lot of the puzzles seem inconsistent or unrefined in terms of giving you feedback on what you are supposed to do as you go.
Idk, there is a lot to like here and as a work of art, much of the game is beautiful, but as a puzzle game, ignoring the asethetic, I
found it short, too easy, a bit dull and uninspired.. I am disappointed. The game is quite unplayable. The control of the game that
a player has is horrible.. This game lacks features, it appears to re-use assets from the dev's other games, and after a while,
becomes a chore to grind for cash and exp. Pointless game that doens't offer any gameplay.. Fun game but can never find online
matches. :(. I bought this for the zero G mechanic and to experience the earth from a space station, but it's been severely
watered down (there is no transfer of kinetic energy to angular velocity when you touch something - you just stop!) and they
have annoying flaps on each side (helmet I suppose) which restrict peripheral vision.

The FoV is already insufficient on the first gen HMDs and the last thing I want is a further reduction.

I understand some people may need this to avoid motion sickness, but there should be a non-hobbled option for those who wish
to experience a realistic zero G experience, in which one rotates when touching or throwing things, and which may cause the
player to float upside down.

I'll most likely be refunding this one unless I find some redeeming quality that makes it more than just another rails shooter..
Hard to be fair on this route as I'm not too impressed with what I've seen. In terms of assets most of it seem to have been taken
right out of the Woodhead line including some of the specific add-ons that go with it. The design of the line is ok and there's
enough to keep you busy but some parts look poorly put together especially in one of the tunnels which looks downright nasty
along with a few LED signals which I'm certain did not exist yet.

For veteran players or those with a strong taste for British steam may find themselves with content they mostly already own with
the only new addition being the route itself. As for new players they have a fairly sweet deal on their hands as most of the loco's
included are available as seperate purchases for other routes with these being:

Robison O4 with V2 included is $7.99 "Woodhead Line"
Thompson B1 $8.99 "Woodhead Line"
Fowler 4F $8.99 " Somerset & Dorset Joint Railway"

This means if the player gets or already owns the two mentioned routes have extra scenarios ready to go. As for me if I got this
at full price I would have easily put a thumbs down but 50% off on sale earns it a lucky thumbs up.

5\/10. Really enjoyed my time on The Isle, game is exhilarating and very fun to play a group of friends.
The biggest downside is that you can only grow one dino on your steam account, so for example.
If I grow a TREX, and want to play another dino, I have to kill my TREX just to try something else.
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Until this mechanic is changed, my negative review will remain.
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